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Stark County swimmer makes history on
23-mile swim in St. Lucia
Amy L. Knapp The Independent
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The sun had just said hello as Chris Allshouse stepped into the warm, turquoise blue water of
the Atlantic Ocean.

The water temperature was about 82 degrees. 

The Plain Township resident was embarking on a 23.6-mile, open-water swim along the
eastern shore of the Caribbean island of St. Lucia. 

Twelve hours, 8 minutes and 58 seconds later, Allshouse stepped onto the shore, becoming
the first person to swim from Fond Bay, Micoud, to Smugglers Cove.

Something significant

The 1988 Perry High School graduate is no stranger to the water. In his early years, he was a
competitive swimmer for the Massillon YMCA Gators, Perry and later at the collegiate level at
Case Western Reserve University.

Although his life as a competitive swimmer faded, Allshouse is never far from the pool.

"It's in my blood," he said. "It's how I was raised."

His wife, Julia, is an assistant swim coach at Hoover High School and his kids, 18-year-old
Alex and 15-year-old Xavier, are on the Vikings swim team.

Allshouse jokes when his first midlife crisis hit, he got back into water sports, enjoying water
skiing and wakeboarding. When the next one hit, he began competing in endurance
triathlons like the Ironman. 

When the big 5-0 rolled around this year, Allshouse knew he wanted something significant.
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He decided to do an open water channel swim.

Earlier plans had Allshouse traveling to Hawaii to complete a channel swim but the pandemic
led him to look elsewhere.

That's when he came across the St. Lucia Channel Swim, a 21-mile swim from St. Lucia to
Martinique. 

To prepare for the channel swim, Allshouse, a manufacturer representative in the electrical
business, began training at the North Canton YMCA. When the Y was shut down in March
due to the governor's statewide mandate, he had to look for a new training site.

He didn't have to look far. Allshouse began training in the semi-private Central Lake behind
his Plain Township home. It is one mile end-to-end but the water temperate was in the high
40s. Wearing a wetsuit, gloves and boots allowed him to swim for about an hour. By April,
the water temps improved and he was able to put more time in the water.

Allshouse also made a few trips to the Gulf Coast of Florida to swim in the warmer waters.

The trip to St. Lucia was scheduled for Thanksgiving break so that Allshouse's family could
travel with him.

A move to plan B, C

As the pandemic waged on and travel restrictions remained, it became clear Allshouse
wouldn't be able to make the swim between the Caribbean countries.

It was time to move to plan C. Members of the St. Lucia Channel Swim organization were
working out details on the island, gathering special permission from St. Lucia's chief medical
officer to arranging a crew to aid Allshouse with his swim.

The group suggested Allshouse swim the western coast or take on the challenge of the eastern
side. The eastern side, which abuts the Atlantic Ocean, is more volatile than the calm
Caribbean Sea on the western side. 

"I opted for the road less traveled based on my own naivety," he said. 

A Type A personality, Allshouse always had everything planned, but not this time. He had
to have a passport, show up and hope to get in the water.

"The unknowing piece of the adventure made it even sweeter," he said. 
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After undergoing COVID-19 tests, the Allshouses were on their way.

The family touched down near the island's capital of Castries, where the underwent the
health verification process. Visitors must remain at their resort unless on a certified
excursion. 

"The protocols were very rigorous. They've hand 259 cases of COVID on their island,"
Allshouse said. "It's a lot for an island of 180,000 people, but it is far less than Stark County."

A good day for a swim

As the time arrived for Allshouse to hit the water, his effort began the night before as he and
his family and crew disembarked on a catamaran to access his starting point. 

Under the rules of the Marathon Swimmers Federation, Allshouse was required to start and
finish on land. During the swim, he was not able to hang on the boat or other devices. He
could only have goggles, swimsuit and cap. 

Slathered in zinc oxide to protect him from the sun and salt abrasion, Allshouse began. Every
30 minutes he could stop for food. His crew would prepare a powdered drink or give him Gu
gel packs, an energy bar and water. 

In the water, Allshouse went through several stages. During the first part, he couldn't believe
that after all the changes, training and planned that he was finally in the water. His
excitement later turned into questioning himself. The waters were rough and
Allshouse realized it was going to take longer than he anticipated.

"I wasn't scared of fearful I was just wondering what was I thinking," he said. 

After a few hours in the water, the euphoria set in. The coastline is beautiful, untouched by
human hands, he said. There are no houses, tents or telephone poles. 

He kept the late basketball coach Jim Valvano's mantra going through his head: "Don't give
up .... don't ever give up."

A peace came over him as he began moving with the water rather than fighting the waves and
swells.

The last three hours were pure joy, Allshouse said. 
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He admitted concern about sharks, but he encountered mostly reef fish and small aquatic
life. 

Sometimes the water was shallow enough for him to catch a glimpse of the coral below, but
most to the time it was just blue. The water depth was mostly 60 to 80 feet.

With about a mile left, Allshouse entered the Caribbean Sea. He didn't want it to end.

"I wanted to hold onto it forever," he said. "I had this amazing crew made up of locals that
volunteered to get me through my swim safely. My family was there cheering me on."

When he stepped onto the shore, he was greeted by locals, including some media. A
photographer using a drone chronicled his last miles. 

His family jumped off the catamaran to celebrate. He joked he wasn't sure if they were happy
to see him or relieved to be on solid ground as the catamaran ride was rough and turned
many of those onboard green, he said. 

After spending about 30 minutes with those who greeted him on shore, he made his way back
to his room for a shower, dinner of fresh marlin and french fries before he passed out.

"I wasn't in the place that I was so destroyed," Allshouse said. "The adrenaline and the sense
of accomplishment was pure exultation and it made it that sweet."

Back home, Allshouse is already planning his next adventure in Hawaii. He hopes to swim
the Kaiwi Channel, a 27-mile swim that separates the islands of Molokai and Oahu, in the
summer. Allshouse also wants to return to St. Lucia to enjoy the island and its people as well
as make the swim to Martinique.

Reach Amy at 330-775-1135 or amy.knapp@indeonline.com.
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